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Scholarly Commentary
- Dying to Win? The Goldman Dilemma in Legend and Fact, by Stephen Moston, Brendan Hutchinson, and Terry Engelberg, 429-443

Original Research
- Everyone Bleeds Maroon: Colorblindness and the Desegregation of Mississippi State Football, by Benjamin J. Downs and Adam Love, 444-467
- Excitation Transfer via Instant Replay in the Microstructure of Broadcast Sport, by R. Glenn Cummins and Collin K. Berke, 468-486
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Double Play! Examining the Relationship Between MLB’s Corporate Social Responsibility and Sport Spectators’ Behavioral Intentions, by Joon Kyoung Kim, Holly K. Ott, Kevin Hull, and Minhee Choi, 508-530

Predicting Changing Media Use Patterns via Mega Events: An Examination of Multi-Screen Viewing During the 2016 Rio Olympics, by Tang Tang and Roger Cooper, 531-549

Book Review

Invisible Seasons: Title IX and the Fight for Equity in College Sports, by Ellen J. Staurowsky, 550-553

Global Sport Management: Contemporary Issues and Inquiries, by Melissa Davies, 554-556

Sport and Discrimination, by Robyn Lubisco, 557-559

Football and Literature in South America, by David T. Rolfe, 560-561

International Journal of the History of Sport, 34, no. 3-4 (2017)

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhs20/34/3-4?nav=tocList

Special Issues: Global Perspectives on Sport and Protest

Introduction

Sport and Protest: Global Perspectives, by Cathal Kilcline, 157-161

Articles

Protest, Activism, and the Olympic Games: An Overview of Key Issues and Iconic Moments, by Jules Boykoff, 162-183

Olympic Ideals and the Limitations of Liberal Protest, by Helen Jefferson Lenskyj, 184-200

IRF Off: Connacht’s Fight for Survival and the Foundation Myth of a Rugby Identity, by Ruadhán Cooke and Éamon Ó Cofaigh, 201-216

The Gaelic Athletic Association and the 1981 H-Block Hunger Strike, by Mark Reynolds, 217-235

Nicolas Anelka and the Quenelle Gesture: A Study of the Complexities of Protest in Contemporary Football, by Jonathan Ervine, 236-250

Loss, Protest, and Heritage: Liverpool FC and Hillsborough, by Mike Cronin, 251-265

Don’t Play Ball with South Africa: The United States, the Anti-Apartheid Movement, and the Davis Cup Protests, by Eric J. Morgan, 266-282

Book Reviews

Cold War Games: Propaganda, the Olympics, and U.S. Foreign Policy, by Toby C. Rider, reviewed by Russ Crawford, 283-284

Changing the Playbook: How Power, Profit, and Politics Transformed College Sports, by Howard P. Chudacoff, reviewed by Braham Dabscheck, 284-286

ESPN: The Making of a Sports Media Empire, by Travis Vogan, reviewed by J. N. Campbell, 286-288
• Embodied Nation: Sport, Masculinity, and the Making of Modern Laos, by Simon Creak, reviewed by Conor Heffernan, 288-290
• Success and Failure of Countries at the Olympic Games, by Danyel Reiche, reviewed by Silvestre Cirilo, 290-292
• The Great Baseball Revolt: The Rise and Fall of the 1890s Players League, by Robert B. Ross, reviewed by Seth S. Tannenbaum, 292-293
• Coming on Strong: Gender and Sexuality in Women’s Sport, by Susan K. Cahn, reviewed by Courtney L. Flowers, 293-295
• Spanish Football and Social Change: Sociological Investigations, by Ramon Llopis-Goig, reviewed by Tom Webb, 295-296
• Sports et loisirs: une histoire des origines à nos jours, by Laurent Turcot, reviewed by Simon Gérard, 297-298
• The Olympic Games, the Soviet Sports Bureaucracy, and the Cold War: Red Sports, Red Tape, by Jenifer Parks, reviewed by Perry Sherouse, 298-299
• Breaking Ground: Art, Archaeology and Mythology, reviewed by Timothy Dodson, 300-301
• Multi-Sport Dreaming: The Foundations of Triathlon in Australia, by Jane E. Hunt, reviewed by Ari de Wilde and Anita Lee, 301-303
• England and the 1966 World Cup: A Cultural History, by John Hughson, reviewed by Dilwyn Porter, 303-305

Corrigendum
• Corrigendum, v

International Journal of the History of Sport, 34, no. 5-6 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/current?nav=tocList

Special Issue: Aspiration and Reflection: Sport Historians on Sport History
• Aspiration and Reflection: Sport Historians on Sport History, by Heather L. Dichter and Wray Vamplew, 307-308
• Sport Management with Historical Perspective, by Daryl Adair, 309-314
• On Searching for the Latin American Sportswoman and Finding an Argentine Sports Historian, by Patricia Anderson, 315-319
• Fighting Against Heavy Odds: An Indian Perspective on Sports History, by Kasuik Bandyopadhyay, 320-325
• Across Fields and Boundaries: Finding One’s Way in International Sports History, by Daphné Bolz, 326-329
• Creating a Sport Historian’s Life Story Narrative in Society, by Francois Johannes Cleophas, 330-334
• Animalympics, Or How I Became Sport Scholar, by Heather L. Dichter, 335-339
• Clifton Forge and Back Again, by Josh Howard, 340-345
• The Itinerary to Explore Headwaters of the New Left’s Cultural Studies, by Keiko Ikeda, 346-350
• Sport History Relevance and How We Need to Engage, by Gary James, 351-356
• A Hole in One: Sport and Entertainment, by Elizabeth L. Jewett, 357-361
• On Being a Sports Historian in Israel, by Haim Kaufman, 362-366
• A Life Surrounded by Sport History, as a Non-Sporting Critical Feminist, by Leena Laine, 367-372
• Playing up to Precarity; Or, the Lost Generation, by Daryl Leeworthy, 373-377
• When a Choice Becomes a Chance: My Encounters with Sports History, by Li Liu, 378-382
• Histories Beyond the Boundaries, by Charlotte Macdonald, 383-387
• One Yankee’s Opinion, from the Outside Looking In, by Matthew L. McDowell, 388-392
• Professing the History of Early Modern Sport, John McClelland, 393-398
• History of Sport in Brazil and in South America, Visibility for New Looks, Victor Andrade de Melo, 399-404
• When I Fell in Love with Sports History, Louis Moore, 405-408
• Horse-Sense and Sensibility, by Erica Munkwitz, 409-313
• Soccer’s Small Worlds, by Kristian Naglo, 414-419
• ‘Ready to Step Up and Hold the Front Line’: Transitioning from Sport History to Indigenous Studies, and Back Again, by Christine O’Bonsawin, 420-426
• Reflections from an Accidental Sports Historian: Arriving, Striving, and Surviving, by Gary Osmond, 427-431
• Writing Swiss Sport History: A Quest for Original Archives, by Grégory Quin, 432-436
• Sports History: Reflections on My Journey So Far, by Fiona Skillen, 437-441
• The Firstborn is Dead: Infanticide in the Academy, by Duncan Stone, 442-446
• Reflections from a Hybrid Scholar, by Solveig Straume, 447-450
• You Can Make the Difference: Women in Sport in Taiwan, by Chiung-Tzu Lucetta Tsai, 451-455
• Old and Grumpy but Still Game, by Wray Vamplew, 456-460
• Aspirational Reflections: The Future of Sport History, Heather L. Dichter and Wray Vamplew, 461-469

International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics, 9, no. 4 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/risp20/9/4?nav=tocList
Special Issue: Entrepreneurial Sport Policy
Editorial
• Entrepreneurship, innovation and sport policy: implications for future research, by Vanessa Ratten and João Ferreira, 575-577

Articles
• Get ready to innovate! Staff’s disposition to implement service innovation in non-profit sport organisations, by Mathieu Winand and Christos Anagnostopoulos, 579-595
• A fairytale narrative for community sport? Exploring the politics of sport social enterprise, by Gavin Reid, 597-611
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- Corporate social responsibility and social entrepreneurship: drivers of sports sponsorship policy, by Dina A. M. Miragaia, João Ferreira and Vanessa Ratten, 320-325
- The importance of developing the entrepreneurial capacities in sport sciences university students, by Maria H. González-Serrano, Josep Crespo Hervás, Carlos Pérez-Campos and Ferran Calabuig-Moreno, 625-640
- Entrepreneurial sport policy, by Vanessa Ratten, 641-648
- Sugar, spice, and everything nice: how to end ‘sex testing’ in international athletics, by Roger Pielke Jr., 649-665
- The redundancy of the concept of ‘spirit of sport’ in discussions on the prohibited list of doping substances, by Olivier de Hon, 667-676
- When contaminated dietary supplements cause positive drug tests: methylhexaneamine as a doping agent in sport, by Bryan E. Denham, 677-689
- Tensions and contradictions in sport’s quest for legitimacy as a political actor: the politics of Swedish public sport policy hearings, by Cecilia Stenling and Mike Sam, 691-705
- The trust-mistrust dynamic in the public governance of sport: exploring the legitimacy of performance measurement systems through end-users’ perceptions, by Josef Fahlén, 707-722

Sport for Development Debate: Responding to Manley, Morgan and Atkinson (2016), Volume 8, Issue 3
- Sport-for-development and the struggle for subaltern voices to be recognized: a response to Manley, Morgan and Atkinson, by Davies Banda and Matthew Holmes, 723-738
- How does health policy affect practice at a sport mega event? A study of policy, food and drink at Euro 2016, by Joe Piggin, Haifa Tlili and Bruno Henrique Louzada, 739-751

Country Profile
- Sport Policy in Vanuatu, by Tsutomu Kobayashi, Russell Hoye and Matthew Nicholson, 753-765
- Critical geographies of sport: space, power and sport in global perspective, reviewed by Catherine Waite, 767-768

Editorial Board
- Editorial Board for Volume 9, 2017, ebi

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 52, no. 6 (September 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/52/6

Research Articles
- Behind the scenes of sport for development: Perspectives of executives of multinational sport organizations, by Devra Waldman and Brian Wilson, 651-674
- Are we committed to issues of race? Institutional integrity across intercollegiate athletics, by Albert Y. Bimper and Louis Harrison, 675-692
- Where are the hooligans? Dimensions of football fandom in Poland, by Radoslaw Kossakowski, 693-711
Feminization of sport audiences and fans? Evidence from the German men’s national soccer team, by Henk Erik Meier, Bernd Strauss, and Dennis Riedl, 712-733
Gender on the ropes: An autoethnographic account of boxing in Tasmania, Australia, by Meredith Nash, 734-750
Investigating the relationship between the relative age effect and leadership behaviors among male ice hockey players, by Laura Chittle, Sean Horton, Patricia Weir, and Jess C. Dixon, 751-768

Book Reviews
- Midnight Basketball: Race, Sports, and Neoliberal Social Policy, reviewed by Tavis Smith, 769-771
- The Turbulent World of Middle East Soccer, reviewed by Richard J. Peltz-Steele, 772-775

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 52, no. 7 (November 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/52/7

Research Articles
- Nationalism in the United States and Canadian primetime coverage of the 2014 Winter Olympics, by James R. Angelini, Paul J. MacArthur, Lauren Reichart Smith, and Andrew C. Billings, 779-800
- Governance in sport-for-development: Problems and possibilities of (not) learning from international development, by Iain Lindsey, 801-818
- ‘This might be him; the guy I’m gonna marry’: Love and sexual relationships between female elite-athletes and male coaches, by Susanne Johansson and Håkan Larsson, 819-838
- Wearing their chains willingly: Athlete burnout and the case of adolescent Gaelic footballers in Ireland, by Lynette Hughes and David Hassan, 839-857
- When do young adults stop practicing a sport? An event history analysis on the impact of four major life events, by Jasper MA van Houten, Gerbert Kraaykamp, and Koen Breedveld, 858-874

Book Reviews
- The Feminization of Sports Fandom: A Sociological Study, reviewed by Rory Magrath, 894-897
- Elite Sport and Sport-for-All: Bridging the Two Cultures, reviewed by Matthew Holmes, 898-900

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, 52, no. 8 (December 2017)
http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/irsb/52/8

Editorial Essay
- On the International Review for the Sociology of Sport, the field of play, and six years of more “more than less”, by Lawrence Wenner, 903-909
Research Articles

- Contested terrain and terrain that contests: Donald Trump, golf’s environmental politics, and a challenge to anthropocentrism in Physical Cultural Studies, by Brad Millington and Brian Wilson, 910-923
- Challenge and relief: A Foucauldian disciplinary analysis of retirement from professional association football in the United Kingdom, by Luke Jones and Jim Denison, 924-939
- In-ger-land, In-ger-land, In-ger-land! Exploring the impact of soccer on the sense of belonging of those seeking asylum in the UK, by Donna Woodhouse and Dom Conricode, 940-954
- Sports and structured leisure as sites of victimization for children and young people in Finland: Looking at the significance of gender and ethnicity, by Marja Peltola and Antti Kivijärvi, 955-971
- Risky bodies, risky spaces, maternal ‘instincts’: Swimming and motherhood, by Adam B. Evans, Jacquelyn Allen-Collinson, and Rachel Williams, 972-991
- Access, agenda building and information subsidies: Media relations in professional sport, by Merryn Sherwood, Matthew Nicholson, and Timothy Marjoribanks, 992-1007
- Coping with dilemma: How German sport media users respond to sport mega events in autocratic countries, by Felix Flemming, Marco Lünich, Frank Marcinkowski, Christopher Starke, 1008-1024

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, 88, no. 7 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/88/7?nav=tocList

Departments: Case Study

- Hear How It’s Done: Kentucky Health and PE Teachers Mobilize to Get a Seat at the ESSA Table, 3-4

Departments: Editorial

- Will Your Students Choose to be Physically Active?, by Benjamin A. Sibley, 5-6

Departments: Viewpoints

- Advanced-placement Physical Education: An Opportunity to Act, by Carol C. Irwin, Scott R. Doig, and Charles B. Cordin, 7-9

Research Articles

- The Modified Physical Education Class: An Option for the Least Restrictive Environment, by Lauren J. Lieberman, Lauren Cavanaugh, Justin A. Haegele, Rocco Aiello and Wesley J. Wilson, 10-16
- ROCKETS: Soar to Success, by Christine E. W. Brett, Mary Jane O'Merle and Gene White, 17-22
- Reflections on Service-learning: Student Experiences in a Sport-based Youth Development Course, by Meredith A. Whitley, Kelly Farrell, Cindy Maisonet and Andrew Hoffer, 23-29
- 50 Million Strong for All: Universally Designing CSPAPs to Align with APE Best Practices, by Ali Brian, Michelle Grenier, Lauren J. Lieberman, Cate Egan and Sally Taunton, 30-36
• Differentiating Instruction in Physical Education: Personalization of Learning, by Gavin Colquitt, Tony Pritchard, Christine Johnson and Starla McCollum, 44-50
• Focus! Keys to Developing Concentration Skills in Open-skill Sports, by Eva Monsma, Melanie Perreault and Robert Doan, 51-55

Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings from the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals
• Review Article: Student’s Swimming-related Death, editor: Thomas H. Sawyer, by Tonya L. Sawyer, 56-57

Departments: Research into Practice
• What are the effects of neuromuscular training on muscle activation?, editor: Vicki Ebbeck, by Roman Berkhan, Sam Bullard, Michael Mayuski and Jessica Hamm, 58

Departments: Issues
• Should interscholastic athletic directors use the same performance criteria to evaluate lay or community coaches as used to evaluate certified teacher coaches?, 59-60

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/88/8?nav=tocList

Departments: Editorial
• Multiple Recess Periods per Day: Creatively Scheduling Instructional Time, by Heather Erwin, 3-4

Departments: Viewpoint
• The “Internationales Deutsches Turnfest Berlin 2017” as an Event to Promote Physical Literacy, by Jennifer Y. Mak and Siu Yin Cheung, 5-6

Research Articles
• Teaching Badminton through Play Practice in Physical Education, by Insook Kim, 7-14
• Educating Future Leaders of the Sport-based Youth Development Field, by Meredith A. Whitley, Jennifer (Bruening) McGarry, Thomas Martinek, Kevin Mercier and Melissa Quinlan, 15-20
• Teaching Striking Skills in Elementary Physical Education Using Woodball, by Seung Ho Chang and Jihyun Lee, 21-27
• Enhancing Physical Education with a Supplemental Physical Activity Program, by Megan Adkins, Matthew R. Bice, Kate Heelan and James Ball, 28-34
• Now That We're “Well Rounded,” Let's Commit to Quality Physical Education Assessment, by Nirup Sundaresan, Nermeen Dashoush and Rebecca Shangraw, 35-38
• A Conceptual Framework for Tiered Intervention in Physical Education, by Brian Dauenhauer, Xiaofen Keating, Dolly Lambdin and Robert Knipe III, 39-45
• Differentiated Pedagogy to Address Learner Diversity in Secondary Physical Education, by Jane M. Jarvis, Shane A. Pill and Anna G. Noble, 46-54
Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings from the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals

- Review Article: Defining the Physical Education Class as a Non-athletic, Non-competitive Activity, editor: Thomas H. Sawyer, reviewed by Tonya L. Sawyer, 56-57

Departments: Teaching Tips

- Teaching Children about Healthy Eating and Exercise during Summer Camp, editor: Ferman Konukman, by Laura Nabors, Kristen Welker, Myia Lang, Renee Hawkins, Anne Bauer and Brandon Pavilack, 58-60

Departments: Research into Practice

- What is the effect of games modification on game performance?, editor: Vicki Ebbeck, by Ingrid L. Johnson, 61

Departments: Issues

- What lifetime physical activities/units should be included within the physical education curriculum and why?, 62-63

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, 88, no. 9 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/88/9?nav=tocList

Departments: Editorial

- Communities of Practice: A Possible Professional-development Model for Physical Activity Leadership, by Tyler G. Johnson, Scott J. Moorcroft, Kimberly M. B. Tucker, Hannah Calvert and Lindsey Turner, 3-5

Departments: Viewpoint

- One Out of 50 Million, by James L. DePaepe, 6-7

Research Articles

- Building Coaches' Skills in Addressing Child Abuse and Neglect, by Dawn Anderson-Butcher, Rebecca Wade-Mdivanian, Jerome Davis, Lauren Paluta, Allison Gibson and Mark Wilson, 8-13
- Preparing Physical and Health Education Teacher Candidates to Create a Culture of Wellness in Schools: New Curriculum, New Message, by Hannah J. Brewer, Randall Nichols, Joanne M. Leight and Gary E. Clark, 14-20
- Good Health: The Power of Power, by Charles B. Corbin, Kathleen F. Janz and Fátima Baptista, 28-35
- Moral Development and Sportsmanship in Physical Education and Sport, by Colin G. Pennington, 36-42
- Including Critical Thinking and Problem Solving in Physical Education, by Shane Pill and Brendan SueSee, 43-49
- Review Article: Implementing a Group Contingency Behavior-management System in Physical Education, by Sean Healy, Shanna E. Hirsch and John W. Lloyd, 50-56

Departments: The Law and You: Recent Rulings from the Courts Affecting HPERD Professionals
• Review Article: Coaches’ Surprising Tort Liability, editor: Thomas H. Sawyer, reviewed by Anne K. DeMartini, 57-59

Departments: Teaching Tips
• Addressing Physical Inactivity in Impoverished Communities through School-based Physical Education, editor: Ferman Konukman, by Michael S. Mucedola, 60-63

Departments: Research into Practice
• Do summertime swim lessons provide children with adequate moderate-to-vigorous physical activity?, editor: Vicki Ebbeck, by Marissa Hazel, 64

Departments: Issues
• How can physical educators motivate their students to appreciate dance and/or fully engage in dance activities as part of the physical education curriculum?, 65-66

Miscellaneous
• 2017 Reviewer Index, 667-68
• EOV Editorial Board, ebi

http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/18/8
• Moneyball After 10 Years: How Have Major League Baseball Salaries Adjusted?, by Daniel T. Brown, Charles R. Link, Seth L. Rubin, 771-786
• Cream Puffs: Why Do Elite College Football Programs Schedule Games Against Vastly Inferior Opponents?, by Daniel Simundza, 787-802
• Heterogeneous Ability and Risk Taking in a Rank-Order Tournament: An Analysis of NASCAR’s Pick-A-Series Rule, by David M. Yaskewich, 803-830
• Revenue Sharing and Player Salaries in Major League Baseball, by James Richard Hill and Nicholas A. Jolly, 831-849
• Race and Quarterback Survival in the National Football League, by Brian D. Volz, 850-866
• Superstars, Uncertainty of Outcome, and PGA Tour Television Ratings, by Chase Gooding and E. Frank Stephenson, 867-875

http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jsea/19/1
• Spectator Demand, Uncertainty of Results, and Public Interest: Evidence from the English Premier League, by Adam Cox, 3-30
• The Financial and Competitive Value of NCAA Basketball Recruits, by Richard Borghesi, 31-49
• Identifying Confirmatory Bias in the Field: Evidence From a Poll of Experts, by Rodney J. Andrews, Trevon D. Logan, and Michael J. Sinkey, 50-81
• The Impact of the Soccer Schedule on TV Viewership and Stadium Attendance: Evidence From the Belgian Pro League, by Chang Wang, Dries Goossens, and Martina Vandenbroek, 82-112

Physical Culture and Sport, 74, no. 1 (June 2017)
• Ultra Groups as Social Space for Leisure, by Daniel Seabra, 5-11
• “I am not too old to play” – The Past, Present and Future of 50 and Over Organized Sport Leagues, by Evan Webb, Aida Stratas, and George Karlis, 12-18
• Socioeconomics Influences on the Water Competencies of Young Adult Polish Males, by Kevin Moran, Robert Podstawski, Stefan Mańkowski, Dariusz Choszcz, Zoran Sarevic, 19-33
• Determinants of Demand for Physical Activity among Students in Krakow, by Szczepan Kościółek, 34-42
• Reconsidering Esport: Economics and Executive Ownership, by Veli-Matti Karhulahti, 43-53
• Tangible and Intangible Legacy of the 19th Century Zappas Olympics and their Implications for Contemporary Sport Tourism, by George Margaritis, Mateusz Rozmiarek, Ewa Malchrowicz-Mosko, 54-60
• A Pioneer of Italian Sports Pedagogy and Philosophy, Emanuele Isidori and Jerzy Kosiewicz, 61-73

Physical Culture and Sport, 75, no. 1 (October 2017)
• Is Competitive Elite Sport Really Morally Corrupt?, by Rögnvaldur D. Ingthorsson, 5-14
• Wisdom of the Body in Sport and Exercise Practices, by Jernej Pisk, 15-22
• A Qualitative Exploration of Former College Student-Athletes’ Wellness, by Shane Warehime, Danae Dinkel, Abby Bjornsen-Ramig, and Ashley Blount, 23-34
• Pilgrimage: Intrinsic Motivation and Active Behavior in the Eldery, by Henning Eichberg, Jerzy Kosiewicz, and Danilo Contiero, 35-42
• Illusory Facets of Sport: The Case of the Duke University Basketball Team, by Łukasz Munowski and Tomasz Jacheć, 43-54
• The Situation of Young Mothers in Changing Social and Economic Circumstances in Some Eastern European Countries, by Barbara Abonyi, 55-62
• Monika Piątkowska as a Researcher in Sport Sciences and Sport Management, by Monika Piątkowska and Jerzy Kosiewicz, 63-72
• Erratum, 73

Soccer and Society, 19, no. 1 (2018)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/19/1
• Introduction: Towards a Deeper Understanding of the Development of Early Football, by Graham Curry, 1-4
• Myths, Truths and Pioneers: The Early Development of Association Football in The Potteries, by Martyn Dean Cooke and Gary James, 5-23
• Stunted Growth: The Early Development of Football in Derby and South Derbyshire, by Graham Curry, 24-34
• Football’s Secret History – Chapters 2 and 3, by John Goulstone, 35-49
• The Myth of the Public Schools as the Inventors of Modern Soccer: The Ultimate Revisionism, by Adrian Harvey, 50-58
• The Codes Diverge: The Establishment of Victorian Football, Rugby and Soccer in Australia, 1860–1900, by Roy Hay, 59-74
• John Hope, the Foot-Ball Club of 1824 and its Sporting Legacy, by John Hutchinson and Andy Mitchell, 75-88
• The Origins Debate – How Soccer Triumphed over Other Forms of Team Sports in Manchester, by Gary James, 89-106
• The Early Development of a Football Hotbed: The Onset of the Game in Tyne and Wear, 1877–1882, by Paul Joannou and Alan Candlish, 107-122
• Three Men and Two Villages: The Influence of Footballers from Rural South Yorkshire on the Early Development of the Game in Sheffield, by Kevin Neill, Graham Curry and Eric Dunning, 123-135
• Reclassifying History: A Steady Regression to Nowhere – Fast, by Peter Swain, 136-153
• Waiting for Association football: Incipient Soccer in Australia, 1850–1880, by Ian Syson, 154-167

Sociology of Sport Journal, 34, no. 4 (December 2017)
http://journals.humankinetics.com/toc/ssj/34/4

• Sport-for-Development in the South Pacific Region: Macro-, Meso-, and Micro-Perspectives, by Emma Sherry, Nico Schulenkorf, Emma Seal, Matthew Nicholson, and Russell Hoye, 303-316
• Athletic Subculture Within Student-Athlete Academic Centers, by Lisa M. Rubin and Ron A. Moses, 317-328
• Graduate(d) Student Athletes in Division I Football: Redefining Archetypes and Disrupting Stereotypes or Invisible?, by Siduri J. Haslerig, 329-343
• Inclusion and Identity in the Mountain Biking Community: Can Subcultural Identity and Inclusivity Coexist?, by Karen M. McCormack, 344-353
• The Queer Sport of Failure: Representations of Female Athletes in Korean Sport Films, by Soo Yeon Kim and Sungjoo Park, 354-363

Book Reviews
• Inclusive Masculinities in Contemporary Football: Men in the Beautiful Game, reviewed by Adam White, 364-366
• Playing With the Big Boys: Basketball, American Imperialism, and Subaltern Discourse in the Philippines, reviewed by Thomas Fabian, 367-368
Sports, Education and Society, 22, no. 5 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/22/5?nav=tocList

Editorial
- The political is critical: explorations of the contemporary politics of knowledge in health and physical education, by Deana Leahy, Jan Wright and Dawn Penney, 547-551

Original Articles
- Critical health education in Aotearoa New Zealand, by Katie Fitzpatrick and Lisette Burrows, 552-568
- Big policies and a small world: an analysis of policy problems and solutions in physical education, by Dawn Penney, 569-585
- ‘Visions’ for children’s health and wellbeing: exploring the complex and arbitrary processes of putting theory into practice, by Ian Wellard and Michelle Seceker, 586-601
- Why is there so little critical physical education scholarship in the United States? The case of Fitnessgram, by Michael Gard and Carolyn Pluim, 602-617
- The challenges of widening ‘legitimate’ understandings of ability within physical education, by Amanda Croston and Laura A. Hills, 618-634
- ‘Up against Whiteness’: rethinking race and the body in a global era, by Laura Azzarito, Mara Simon and Risto Marttinen, 635-637
- A contrasting analysis of the neo-liberal and socio-critical structural strategies in health and physical education: reflections on the emancipatory agenda within and beyond the limits of HPE, by Juan-Miguel Fernández-Balboa, 658-668

BERA Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Invisible College – Scholar’s Lecture 2016
- ‘Physical education and sport pedagogy’ and the three ‘A’s: apprenticeship, academia and administration, by Ann MacPhail, 669-683

Research Forum: Populism, Politics and the Future of Educational Research?
- In pursuit of equity and inclusion: populism, politics and the future of educational research in physical education, health and sport, by John Evans and Brian Davies, 684-694

Calls for Papers
- Call for Papers, 695-696

Sport, Education and Society, 22, no. 6 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/22/6?nav=tocList

- The social construction of ability in movement assessment tools, by Anna Tidén, Karin Redelius and Suzanne Lundvall, 697-709
- Framing pedagogic relations within the boundaries of Foundation Degree Sport and Coaching qualifications, by David Aldous and Jane Freeman, 710-720
- Embodied learning and school-based physical culture: implications for professionalism and practice in physical education, by Malcolm Thorburn and Steven Stolz, 721-731
- Sexual abuse and the grooming process in sport: Learning from Bella's story, by Helen Owton and Andrew C. Sparkes, 732-743
Why ‘the best way of learning to coach the game is playing the game’: conceptualising ‘fast-tracked’ high-performance coaching pathways, by Alexander David Blackett, Adam Evans and David Piggott, 744-758

Who teaches primary physical education? Change and transformation through the eyes of subject leaders, by Luke Jones and Ken Green, 759-771

Sports’ disciplinary legacy and the challenge of ‘coaching differently’, by Jim Denison, Joseph P. Mills and Timothy Konoval, 772-783

Sport, Education and Society, 22, no. 7 (2017)
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/22/7?nav=tocList

‘Tidy, toned and fit’: locating healthism within elite athlete programmes, by Seth Brown, 785-798

What is ‘effective’ CPD for contemporary physical education teachers? A Deweyan framework, by Kathleen Armour, Mikael Quennerstedt, Fiona Chambers and Kyriaki Makopoulou,799-811

Physical education teacher educators’ views regarding the purpose(s) of school physical education, by Eileen McEvoy, Pilvikki Heikinaho-Johansson and Ann MacPhail, 812-824

Spaces and physical education pre-service teachers’ narrative identities, by Alison Wrench, 825-838
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